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All engineering components are required to be tested to ensure reliable performance during its 
service life without premature failure. Sometime these materials are put into hostile condition 
such as in corrosive atmosphere, high temp. & pressure or in combination of both, which may 
reduce the service life of component. Hence these components must be subjected to several 
nondestructive tests (NDT) to ensure that the materials are free from defects or their dimensions 
are less than critical flaw size. Though conventional radiography is still used in the NDT 
industry, advanced technique such as digital radiography  is being explored as an alternative to 
film radiography. Phosphor image plate based computed radiography is new addition in 
inspection field. As the radiation dose requirement is less in image plate, it may be used in 
combination with battery operated pulse x-ray machine for remote field application. The image 
produced by such system is available in digital format and can be processed by several image 
enhancement technique to extract more information. This paper is devoted to pipe weld 
inspection using image plate base computed radiography system and the use of several image 
enhancement operations for further evaluation. 

Abstract 

1.0 Introduction: 

Conventional radiography technique produces two dimensional images of a object on a film, which is 
examined by using a film viewer. The image thus produced is permanent in nature which cannot  be 
modified. The recent development in inspection technology is to digitize the inspection data which  can 
be further processed to gain the additional information. Radiography is no longer an exception. Digital 
radiography produces a digital image on monitor rather than on a film. There are several ways to produce 
the digital radiograph.  At present the available   technologies in digital radiography are fluoroscopy 
system, linear detector array, flat panel detector and compute radiology system.  Each system has it’s own 
distinct operation principle. The selection of such system is determined by the several factors such as   
reliability, cost, maintenance and sensitivity. The operation of image plate base computer 
radiography(CR) system is similar to film radiography. In computed radiography, a special phosphor 
coated flexible image plate is exposed to radiation beam. Then the image plated is scanned in special 



  

scanner to produce electronic image.   This technique does not include any wet chemical processing, 
hence three is no associated chemical hazard. Also digital radiograph can be stored in wide variety of 
storage devices such as hard disc, CD, magnetic tape etc.   

2.0 Computed Radiography Imaging System 

Computed radiography  refers to conventional projection radiography, in which the image is 
acquired in digital format using an imaging plate rather than on film. The imaging plate looks 
very similar to fluoroscopy screen, but it works on different principle. The special phosphor of 
image plate interacts with radiation beams, absorbs and stored part of it’s energy  in it’s 
structure, called electron-trap. After exposure, the image plate which contains latent image is 
scanned in a special scanner   with the help of fine laser beam. The amount of photo stimulated 
luminescence(PSL) received is proportional to amount of radiation  energy stored in image plate. 
A photo multiplier tube(PMT) measures the light intensity, which is used to produce a digitized 
image. As the surface of the image plate is scanned by the fine laser beam, the light quanta 
emitted from each point from image plate is converted into digital values for each pixel and 
stored in the computer  as a digital image. This process is described in figure 01. After 
completing the scanning, the image can be presented on monitor and can be evaluated by 
experts. A number of image processing operation can be performed on the digitize image for 
effective evaluation and quantification. 

 

Figure 01: Principle of operation of Inage Plate base CR System 

3.0 Image Plate Characteristics 



  

Image plate works on principle of Photo Stimulated Luminescence(PSL). When a radiation beam 
strikes image plate, some portion of energy is emitted as light spontaneously. This is called 
fluorescence and it is not used for image formation. Some portion of energy is absorbed and is 
stored in electron trap, which fades away slowly by the process of phosphorescence. This stored 
energy in image plate forms latent image. When such exposed plate is stimulated with laser 
beam, this energy is released in the form light, which can be used as signal. Very few material 
possesses such properties. The compounds that meet desired properties are alkali earth halides 
such as  BaFBr.Eu2+, BaSrBr. Eu2+.   During interaction with radiation, electron are excited from 
valence band to conduction band and finally settles in crystal defect, called electron traps. These 
electrons are stimulated with laser beam to return to  valence band with the emission of light as 
explained in figure 02. This light is directed towards photo cathode, which emits a bunch of 
electrons. This electrons are amplified with help of dynodes and finally produce electronic 
signal. This signal is sampled  and quantized. Thus signal data from different point of image 
plate are arranged in the form matrix to represent the digital image. After scanning the image 
plate, the residual image left in image plate, is erased with how power laser light before next use. 

 

Figure 02: Physical change in structure during exposure and photo stimulated luminescence of image             
                   plate. 
4.0 Experimental 

In case of pipe radiography, a single-wall exposure technique is preferred for radiography 
whenever practical. But for many practical application, it is not possible to use a single-wall 
technique. In such cases, a double-wall technique is used. In double-wall technique, radiation 
passes through the both wall before reaching the film. If  the dia. of pipe is more than 90 mm, 



  

then weld close to film side is interpreted(DWSI). For pipe and for welds of OD. 90 mm or less, 
a technique may be used in which the radiation passes through both walls and the weld (material) 
in both walls is viewed for acceptance on the same radiograph(DWDI). An adequate number of 
exposures shall be made to ensure that the complete coverage has been obtained. In our 
laboratory, two different dia. pipe was used for pipe radiography. A carbon steel pipe of OD 100 
mm and 10 mm thick is radiographed on image plate using DWSI technique. Also another set of 
SS pipe of OD 38 mm is exposed on image plate by using DWDI technique. 

5.0 Image Processing Operations for pipe 

A digital radiograph  is a two dimensional matrix of pixels, which is  tiniest  picture element. The 
intensity level  of pixel can be quantized. For example, a 8 bit digitization process divide the 
complete intensity range into 28 steps, i.e. 256 contrast levels, ranging from dark black, i.e.0 gray 
value, to brightest  level, i.e. 255 gray value. Industrial radiographs are of low contrast, 
unsharped images. Therefore it is recommended to use image processing technique to improve 
the quality of image. The image processing operation doest not increase the inherent image 
content, rather it manipulates the image to improve it’s visibility. It suppresses irrelevant 
surrounding and focuses on structural feature of interest. In digital radiography, image 
processing is used to remove noises and for edge enhancement. The raw image of the 100 mm 
large dia. pipe, generated by CR system, lacks contrast and defect is not clearly visible. 
Therefore the image is processed with different image enhancement operations as shown in 
figure 03.A. The radiograph before and after image processing are shown in figure 03.B and 
figure 03.C respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 03A: Algorithm for edge enhancement of  pipe radiograph. 
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Figure 03.B: As received pipe radiograph obtained from CR system. 

 

 

Figure 03.C: Image enhanced pipe radiograph showing lack of penetration. 

 

Similarly in another case, image processing  technique is used to remove image noises. 
Sometimes electronics noises interfere during operation of the computed radiography system. As 
a result, the image quality may be degraded. A digital radiograph for 38 mm OD small dia. pipe 
obtained using DWDI techniques, is shown in figure 04.B, which contains lot of impulse noises 
due to poor handling of equipment. Therefore the image is passed through low pass, i.e. median 
filter, filtering operations to remove such noise, refer figure 04.A . The  image processed 
radiograph is shown in figure 04.C.    
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Figure 04A: Algorithm for noise removal of  pipe radiograph. 

 

 

Figure 04.B: Noisy pipe radiograph. 
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Figure 04.C: Median filtered noise free radiograph. 

 

6.0 Summary 

Computed Radiography uses image receptors with barium fluoro-halide screens that function 
quite differently from normal film radiograph. The quality of digital image obtained with 
computed radiography system is comparable to film radiograph. In addition, it offers digital 
image processing to enhance image quality. Though the film radiography is dominating in 
industry, the paradigm is shifting towards digital technology. Also the imaging plate technique 
continues to evolve in a direction towards better quality, reduced cost and a unified procedure for 
tomorrows industrial application. 
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